
 

Tools and Strategies for Effective  
Consumer Health AdvocacyADVOCACY DEMYSTIFIED:

Ad-vo-cAte (n. ad-vuh-kit): one that defends or maintains a cause or proposal
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advocacy may seem overwhelming, but it’s a lot easier—and can have a bigger 
impact—than you might imagine. You already have the knowledge, passion, and 
commitment to be a successful and effective health care advocate.  

all you need are the right tools.

HOOK LINE SINKER

The hook is The sTarT of any 
conversaTion. 

Make sure to tell the legislator (or 
whoever your audience is) who you 
are, where you live and why you are 
contacting them. Legislators hear from 
lobbyists all day long but they don’t 
always hear from their constituents, 
whom they have a duty to represent. 

The line is why This issue is 
imporTanT To you. 

 
Is it because of a personal experience? 
Do you know someone who is affected 
by a lack of access to care? In your 
professional capacity, is this an issue 
that you deal with often? Why do you 
care and more importantly, why should 
they? The line is the opportunity to 
make this a personal issue and not a 
vague, anonymous one.

The sinker is where you  
Take The opporTuniTy To 
make “The ask.”  

 
Do you want your legislators to support  
a public policy measure that will improve 
access to health care in Georgia? Do 
you want to encourage other partners 
in your local community to support a 
cause? Make sure to ask, “Can I count 
on your support?” He or she may not 
immediately have a firm answer, but 
this is an opportunity to spur your 
target audience to think about the 
issue more deeply and come up with a 
reason to support or oppose a solution. 
It is also a great opportunity to follow 
up with useful information that can 
help you make your case. What would 
you like to see done to make a change?  

THE THREE TENETS Of AdvOcAcy:



 

AdditionAl ResouRces:  

You can find out who your legislators are and their contact information at www.healthyfuturega.org under 
Advocacy Center, Contact Your Legislators. Go to www.legis.ga.gov to find your legislators’ email addresses. 

Find Georgians for a Healthy Future at www.healthyfuturega.org, Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube.

SOcIAL MEdIA  

cOMMUNITy-LEvEL ORgANIzATIONS
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The power of social networking is that it is a 
simple way to share your opinions and proposed 
solutions to basic health care problems with 
friends and family and in turn get them thinking 
about the issues most important to them.

Like it, Tweet it, Share it

Are you a part of the local PTA?  Do you attend Neighborhood Planning meetings or  
City Council Hearings?  Do you volunteer with your church or other religious institutions? 

Bringing the challenges and opportunities of the future of our health and health care  
to these groups and partners brings the people who have the most to gain from a local 
perspective into the problem solving process, helping ensure its success.  

yOU KNOw wHy yOU’RE SpEAKINg OUT...NOw HERE’S HOw:

MAKE A cALL, SENd A LETTER, SENd AN EMAIL

Whenever you reach out to a legislator or key decision-maker, make sure 
to include your name, address, why you care about the issue and ask for 
a concrete deliverable. 

“ Hello, my name is X and I am a constituent of Legislator Y. I want to 
encourage my legislator to support Issue Z because it will improve  
my community’s access to affordable, quality health care. Can I count  
on Y’s support?”

TELEvISION / RAdIO / NEwSpApER RELATIONSHIpS

See an article about health care that you agree with or disagree with? Writing a letter-to-the-editor to 
share your opinion and proposed solutions is a great way to maximize exposure for some of the most 
pressing health care issues across the state.

Take opportunities to meet with your local Editorial Board to inform them of key health care issues 
facing your community. 


